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INTRODUCTION

In the deep water of Lake Kivu (maximum depth c. 500 mf size

c, 50 x 100 km, situated between the States of Zaire and Rw.anda), after

Schmitz and Kufferath~^i)(l955)» nearly 45 * ltrnrj of methane and three

times this quantity oi .;arbon dioxide are physically dissolved owing to the

water pressure.

The fact that this occurrence exists at all in Lake Kivu is attributed

to an adequate density increase between 250 to 300 m depth which leads to a

separation of the gas-bearing deep water from the gas-free surface water l)

Convective motions in the upper water layer only reach down to this

"boundary layer", so that the deep water is kept in the lower layer.

m ; Under normal conditions, pressure 1013 mbar,

n temperature 0 C.
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Economic use of the methane occurrence

At present there is a comparatively small production station on

Lake Kivu with a capacity of about 4,500 m of methane/d (Union Chimique

Beige , 1962).. In a technical-economic feasibility study (Preussag ', 1972)

considerably bigger production stations with capacities of up to about

200,000 m of methane/d are dealth with. The industrial use of such ■

quantities in the Kivu region seems practicable in the intermediate run

(Deutsches Institut fur Afrikaforschung , 1973)° Further details cf.

Conference paper by H. Boigk.

Theoretical studies of a large-s_cale production

For the production of 200,000 m of methane/d about 700,000 m

water/d must be extracted and after degasification returned into the lake

without damage to the occurrence,, Before starting production on such a large

scale, theoretical studies should first be made for the best possible way of

extraction from this unique occurrence- To avoid a reduction of the stability

of stratification (stability E = (l/'-)-dVdz;;}= density, z = depth coordinate),

the extraction must not be carried out haphazardly, and neither must the large

quantities of water be returned into the lake a"l random. Otherwise, the gas-

bearing deep water would more easily be affected by the convective motions

in the upper water layer, and gas-bearing water would thus be lost. To this

end, studies must be carried out on:-

How far the stability of stratification is reduced by

turbulent mixture and induced convection in case of

various production techniques;

How the conveying tubes are approached;

How the degasified water spreads within the lake, and

How the stratification is affected by these processes

in the long run.

Such studies have not been made so far.
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To assess the impact of such a physical interference caused by the

large-scale production from the occurrence, the resultant flow conditions

must be computed. In lakes and in the oceans, the water motions are in general

turbulent , as here, after Reynold's criterion, laminar currents change into

turbulunce even at very low velocities* The flow velocity v(t) (t = time)

may be given as the sum of a mean velocity v and an additional turbulent

velocity ~v+(t) varying statistically with time- The degree of turbulence

is dependent upon the stability of stratification- With the help of Richard

son's number including the stability of stratification and the gradient of the

mean flow velocity, the range of turbulence can be given. The mean flow

velocity v can be computed from the Navier-Stokes equations if instead of

the molecular viscosity coefficient'pthe turbulent exchange coefficients

(including eddy viscosity, eddy diffusivity, and eddy heat conductivity) are

used« However, the exchange coefficients are not material constants but

depend upon he state of motion of the water .' Neglecting the Coriolis

term and assuming a constant horizontal exchange coefficient for the quasi-

station ary case, the Navier-Stokes equations for an incompressible fluid

(possible simplification for water) are 'x~

,+?. _ v — 1^ _ _h (j^. + "-' ) v - 1 _^_ (A "^ m) __ •'

m . m ~ /■ - X .;' y ^ ..'

1
m "■;.■' ji-jl , — j. *

1 -l - ■ :v (s - z ) S + ■--*■ .>(z - z , ) (
Y m -i ! n=l .. =1 i

where x,y,z = carthesian coordinates,", = vector operator

= J i + i + *' k, 7 ' . ' . , ,
o ' l, j, k = unit vectors m x, y or

z-direction, p= pressure, A = horizontal exchange coefficient,

A = vertical exchange coefficient, K = external forces
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(e.g., gravity)m S = sink (extraction), Q = source (return) (in this case

only sinks and sources on the z-axis are considered), N. , W = number of

sinks and sources, respectively,

f} £ -function = 0 for z f z t @ = density

1 for s = z
n

Mathematically, the problem concerned here must be dealth with in the following

way:-

Pirst, the waters of Lake Kivu are assumed without a natural motion.

Putting A, = A = /? t the above partial differential equation system is
n ^ ilj

solved numerically with a finite difference approximation method after some

further neglects (an analytical solution is not possible owing to non-

linearity). Thus, a certain flow pattern is obtained which always depends

upon how the sources and sinks are arranged. With the help of the calculated

velocity gradients the exchange coefficients are then estimated, and with these

values for A, and A the equations are again solved. This process is repeated

until there is no longer any considerable change in the flow pattern* At the

same time, the width of the turbulent- layers mixed by extraction and by return

of the water is determined with the stability formula and Richardson's number.

After these computations have been completed, approximate solutions are at hand

for the flows caused in the lake. Thus a computation is available of the

impact on Lake Kivu merely by production. But neither is the water" of the

lake stationary in the upper main laynr (seasonal convection, wind stress),

nor is this the case in the lower main layer (convection is caused simultaneous

ly in the lower layer by convection in the upper layer, influx on the lake

bottom •/ internal waves in the boundary layei'W Measuring the flow, conditions

in the lake would be too expensive, and therefore it must be tried to assume

water motions in the lake on the basis of the measurements made for the above

computations. The computations are then repeated using the estimated total

exchange coefficients-
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Measurements .planneii on. .Lakg.. .K

In the course of a project planned for the summer of 1973 on Lake Kivu,

the data required for the computations just explained are going to be recorded,

as at present there are not sufficient data at hand, Very exact measurements

are planned with a submarine probe to determine the in-situ density,

temperature, electrical conductivity, and pressure. To this end, vertical

profiles, systematically spread over the lake, have to be recorded. In this

way, also horizontal profiles are obtained. In addition, the measurements will

be made in the boundary layer as a function of time. In particular, the

in-situ density profiles are of importance for the calculation of the

stability, the solution of the Navier-StokeB equations, the determination

of the turbulence range an^ the exchange coefficients, the calculation of

internal waves, and the estimation of the natural water motions/ Measurements

of this kind have not been made in Lake Kivu so far. As the traditional sub

marine probes operating in an indirect way are hardly suited for the density

determination owing to the high gas content in the Lake Kivu water, a special

submarine probe has been developed. With this probe, the in-situ density
—s / 3

can be measured in a direct way with an accuracy of +2-10 g/cm .

It is planned to take water samples at various depths in certain

horizons of the places where measurements were made with the submarine probe,

to take them on board under in-situ pressure, and to degasify and investigate

them there. It was already in 1955 that Schmita and Kufferath1^ measured gas
samples, but the results deviate by -,bout 25 per cent -"rom a new profile

by Degens et al.6'1 (difference of depth position of the samples in one profile:

25 id to 50 m). Before laying out the production stations, the methane and

carbon dioxide content of the water drawn in must be kno^n more accurately.

The samples to be taken on The basis of the measurements with the submarine

probe must also be more closely spaced. This is to determine which gradients

of the methane-carbon dioxide - water ratio correspond to certain density,

conductivity and temperature gradients in the boundary layers. In addition,

the degasification behaviour (PV-diagram) is going to be analysed on samples

of one profile, and the compressibility of the gas-bearing and degasified water

will be determined.
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Furthermore, the sample material will be used for c/ C isotope

analyses to support statements on the origin of the gas , and for C age

determinations to determine the residence time of the deep water in certain

14
horizons. For a comparison with the C data, it could "be tried to compute

the residence time from the measurements with the submarine probe.

The theoretical analyses and the measurements recommended in this paper

are meant to provide a reasonable concept of how to extract the Kivu methane

on a large scale. It must be tried to avoid, from the very beginning, any

risks of affecting the stability of the occurrence which would lead to an

unprofitable production.
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